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Context

Significant quantity of case-law rendered by the Court of 
Justice of the European Union:

◦ Large proportion relates to remote 

◦ Free movement of services & freedom of 
establishment

Many Member States have amended regulatory regimes 
due to technological change & emergence of EU case-
law:
◦ Others have sought to justify & entrench existing approaches

The Netherlands is undergoing significant reform; what is 
the impact of EU law & technology in this process? 
Where has the pressure been felt most?



The Dutch Market & Reforms

Market at present:
◦ Prohibited unless licensed approach

◦ Monopolies (perm. & semi-perm. licences):
State lottery

Casino gaming

Horserace betting

Sports-betting

Lotto

Instant lottery

◦ Charity lotteries; no cap on no. of licences in primary 
legislation

◦ Slot machine arcades; no cap

No remote, only “e-commerce” for some 
operators



The Dutch Market & Reforms

Beleidsvisie kansspelen 2011

◦ ‘Modernisation’

◦ Recognised the need to conform with EU law (yet consistency 

of approach!)

Proposed reforms:

◦ Lotteries

Introduction of transparent licence allocation procedure

◦ Remote

Introduction of licensing regime

◦ Casino

Privatisation of state monopoly

Removal of monopoly



EU Law: What does and doesn’t it 

demand?
No harmonisation of gambling

MS enjoy wide of margin of disruption (objectives & level of 
protection sought)

Restrictive measures:

 Justified : “objective justification”

Suitable & proportionate 

Applied in a “consistent and systematic manner”

Consistency across entire regulatory landscape 
(“horizontal consistency”)

Not required to:

Recognise licence awarded by another MS

Rely on control & monitoring techniques of another MS



EU Law: What does and doesn’t it 

demand?

Greater the restriction, higher the justification hurdle

◦ For monopolies; “a particularly high level of consumer 

protection” (Markus Stoss)

Restrictions on advertising

◦ Strictly limited to what is necessary to channel 

consumers to authorised supply (Markus Stoss)

◦ Informative not evocative (Ladbrokes v. Norway)

◦ “Restrained commercial policy” (retain existing 

market) v. “expansionist commercial policy” (expand 

market) (Dickinger & Ömer)





EU Law: What does and doesn’t it 

demand?
Requirements regarding licence award - “Duty of transparency”

◦ Selection of a single operator cannot legitimise discretionary 

conduct (Sporting Exchange)  

◦ Licence award has to be “based on objective, non-discriminatory 

criteria known in advance, in such a way as to circumscribe the 

exercise of the authorities’ discretion so that it is not used 

arbitrarily” (Sporting Exchange)

◦ Duty of transparency applies to award/renewal of exclusive 

licences except if a public operator subject to “direct state 

supervision” or a private operator subject to “strict control by the 

public authorities”(Sporting Exchange)

Providing access to markets

◦ No favouritism for existing licence holders, e.g. more favourable 

locations (Costa & Cifone)



Reform: Pressure on the Netherlands

Licensing process:
◦ Art. 3 licences (charity lotteries); failure to justify lack of an 

additional licence (Schindler 2008)

◦ Betting and lotto licence; non-compliant due to lack of strict 
control (Sporting Exchange 2011) >> many subsequent legal 
challenges to this day

◦ Security & Justice July 2014- reform of lottery regulation

◦ Innovation - contribution to good causes 50%>>40%, 
conditional upon overall contribution not decreasing

◦ Merger Staatsloterj - De Lotto

◦ Regulate remote first 

◦ During preparation new policy require KSA renew licences 
to incumbents - status quo until 2017

◦ …. District Court of Amsterdam May 2016



Reform of: Lotteries

District Court Amsterdam

Applied for Art.3 licence

Rejected defence KSA’s hands tied & thus unable 
award licence to another operator

Article 56 TFEU?

KSA failed to justify this restrictive measure, 
reference to ‘Beleidsregel’ insufficient 

Unclear why only four such licences can be 
awarded. No cap in law, nor in policy.

No appeal >> transparent allocation procedure 
& licensees in future



Reform of: Remote Gaming

Bill refers to lack of mutual recognition thus many operators have 
“altered strategy” by seeking licensing at national level, thus 
operators seeking a de jure market

Borderless nature of the internet; enforcement against offer available 
in NL impossible without a sound, reliable and verifiable alternative, 
i.e. one licensed locally

NL players >> unlawful services, no local supervision nor control 
(pursuant to national law)

National regulation required to:

◦ Offer protection against (risks of) addiction

◦ Protect consumers and combat fraud and other forms of criminality

◦ Collect gaming tax (now; self-reporting by player, except for poker within EU)

Transition from de facto to de jure market; “reputable international 
operator” v. “cowboys”



Reform of: Remote Gaming

Aim:

◦ Suitable and attractive offer, not based on monopoly supply, in response 

to existing demand

◦ “Kanalisatie” (channelling) of demand to a locally licensed sound, reliable 

and verifiable offer;

80% of the market should be supplied in such a way



Reform of: Remote Gaming

Addressing EU Law:

◦ Licence requirement is a restrictive measure, bill describes it as an 

appropriate and proportionate measure, and justifiable

Will be able to offer services, subject to measures to uphold 

regulatory objectives, e.g. in terms of addiction prevention; monitoring 

behaviour and central exclusion database; exercise of national 

preferences & standards

Must also consider whether individual measures are also justifiable

◦ Pressure within parliament for measures which are inherently extremely 

difficult objectively justify:

Requirement for land-based presence to acquire remote gaming 

licence



Reform of: Remote Gaming

Addressing EU law:

◦ Horizontal consistency:

Channelling existing demand to a regulated offer with strict 
requirements (parallels drawn to land-based arcade sector in 1980s)

Not necessary to include lotteries; less risky product –
disproportionate to extend regime’s requirements to lottery products
“High velocity” bingo

◦ State aid:

Differential tax rate for remote and land-based

Comparisons to Danish experience

Political motivations

No DNS blocking in the future

 Interference with privacy; tracking & recording player behaviour



Reform of: Casinos

Consequence of a shift in policy; provision of gambling is 

not a task for the state

◦ Sale of Holland Casino

◦ Opening of market; competition, regionally

National policy decision, not driven by scrutiny of 

whether monopoly compliant with EU law

16 licences (15 year duration):

◦ A restrictive measure

◦ Licence award process; key (transparency)

◦ Suggestion that cap could be lifted if regulatory regime sufficiently 

robust; beyond EU law?

◦ State aid; sale of venues below market price



Conclusions 

EU law & technology drivers for change

Would pressures have come to bear if technology had not 

facilitated cross-border supply and thus broader debates 

(e.g. licensing off land-based gambling)?

Would EU law have evolved to its current extent 

without technology as a catalyst?

Collateral impacts across broader national market?

National competence to regulate

◦ Free movement not ‘absolute’

◦ Technology; also offers solutions (designed along lines of national 

preferences), yet also raise particular issues



Conclusions

MS competent to maintain closed markets many seek to 

capture de facto market

EU law focusses on process (e.g. market entry) and behaviour 

within regime (e.g. monopolist’s behaviour, competition law, 

state aid etc…)

‘Hub’ jurisdictions formed; in & beyond EU

Has EU law (particularly preliminary references) facilitated 

development of remote sector, helping to establish degree of 

legitimacy (v. legality in a stricter sense)? Thus creation of de 

facto markets which MS seek to capture, regulate and tax but 

without a “single, internal market”.

>>> Netherlands as an example of this?
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